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ABSTRACT 
 

Now a day’s Use of internet increase day by day. Today we used many 
technologies to detect the error in internet. Security is very necessary when we 
used internet from unauthorized access of confidential data. ACL is the one of 
the tool that mainly used in Routers. ACL is the concept that used to 
customize the policies. In this paper, we focus mainly on ACL rules, ACES 
and type of ACL and will see how ACL will help to improve security. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Network security has become more necessary to PC, organization and other works. 
With the increase uses of the internet, security becomes a major concern. Internet 
behavior itself allowed for many security viruses to occur. The modified structure of 
network can reduce the possible attacks. With the knowing attacks method, we can 
reduce the attacks and increase security. The businesses create an “internet” by means 
of firewall and encryption method [1]. ACL is the one of the method from many. To 
increase network security we used ACL that is helping in access that defined policies 
in access control entry. Access Control is the method that permits permission to 
exercise the behavior, use and information of a system. It permits to specify what user 
can do which resources they can access and what operations they can perform on a 
system. What size ACL that can be uploaded to the routers without significantly 
affecting CPU utilization? The following points are shows the what type of ACL is 
used and how they are used in router and firewall. 

 What is the impact of binding an active ACL with a passive ACL? 
 What is the procedure of binding multiple ACLs? 
 What is the maximum size of ACL that can be uploaded occasionally without 

affecting CPU capability?[2] 
 
 Access Control List has power on Availability, Integrity, and Confidentiality. 
Information, systems, and resources need to be available to users in a timely manner 
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to not effect productivity. Fault tolerance and recovery mechanisms are put into place 
to ensure the continuity of the availability of resources. Information has various 
attributes such as accuracy, relevance, timeliness, and privacy. The guarantee that 
information is not disclosed to unauthorized individuals, programs, or processes. 
Because of various levels of data, control mechanisms need to dictate who can access 
data and what the subject can do with it once it is accessed. Some security 
mechanisms that provide confidentiality are encryption, logical and physical access 
control, transmission protocols, database views, and controlled traffic flow[3]. 
Traditionally, packet deny like ACLs are register to the non-fragments and the initial 
fragment of an IP packet because they contain both Layer 3 and 4 information that the 
ACLs can match against for a permit or deny decision. Non-initial fragments are 
traditionally allowed through the ACL because they can be blocked based on Layer 3 
information in the packets; however, because these packets do not get Layer 4 
information, they do not match the Layer 4 information in the ACL entry, if it exists. 
Allowing the non-initial fragments of an IP datagram through is acceptable because 
the host receiving the fragments is not able to reassemble the original IP datagram 
without the initial fragment. [5]Firewalls can also be used to block packets by 
maintaining a table of packet fragments indexed by source and destination IP address, 
protocol, and IP ID[4].  

 

 
 

Fig 1. Access control list on router 
 

 
2. BACKGROUND 
Access Control List mainly used in routers. but its scope variable in firewall. ACL 
rules works as following flow chart. This flow chart shows the flow of ACL rules that 
access the policy which define in access control entry.  
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2.1 ACL Rules Flowchart: 
Access Control filters the packet coming on network with the specification defined in 
access control Entry. Access Control has the predefined syntax of denied the packet 
and allow the packet. Using this syntax, ACL allow the packet defined in rules. First it 
will check its IP address and then filter the packets coming on that packet. Rules 
defined in ACL can be intersect with each other. 

 

 
 

Fig 2: Flow chat of ACL 
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 This flowchart working of acl which first determines packet type then information 
contained in ACL.if it is agree with policies defined in ACL then it will do the ACL 
action. ACL Action follow the following action 

 It provides security as well as trusted domains. 
 It gives the detailed view of policy. 
 ACL action provides authorized Power 

 
 
3. PROPOSED WORK 
3.1ACL works in firewall using firewall builder. 
Firewall Builder is a configuration application used to configure and manage firewall 
rules for multiple types of firewalls. We goes through the points necessary to create a 
firewall object in Firewall Builder, After you have created a firewall object and 
network objects you can start to configure the firewall's rules. When you create a 
firewall object, it is opened automatically in the object tree and its Policy object is 
opened in the main window for updating then Policy object is where access list rules 
are configured. Once the configuration file has been created, Firewall Builder can use 
the secure SSH and SCP protocols to transfer the configuration to the Cisco ASA 
firewall and activate the generated configuration, or users can manually copy-and-
paste the generated configuration file into a command line session. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Firewall on ASA works as ACL 
 
 
 Access Control List (ACL) is a simple language that we implemented to describe 
security policies that govern access to protected resources, identify threats that may 
occur within application and specify intrusion response actions. An EACL is 
associated with an object to be protected and specifies positive and negative access 
rights with optional set of associated conditions that describe the context in which 
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each access right is granted or denied. An EACL describes more than one set of 
disjoint policies[4]. The policy evaluation mechanism is extended with the ability to 
read and write system state. The implementation is based on conditions that provide 
support for monitoring and updating internal system structures and their runtime 
behaviors. A condition may either explicitly list the value of a constraint or specify 
where the value can be obtained at run time. The latter allows for adaptive constraint 
specification, since allowable times, locations and thresholds can change in the event 
of possible security attacks. The value of condition can be supplied by other services, 
e.g., an IDS. In our framework, all conditions are classified as: 

 Pre-conditions specify what must be true in order to grant or deny the request, 
e.g., access identity, time, location and system threat level [5]. 

 Request-result conditions must be activated whether the authorization request 
is granted or whether the  

 Mid-conditions specify what must be true during the execution of the 
requested operation, e.g., a CPU usage threshold that must hold during the 
operation execution [5]. 

 
 
4. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 
Traditional access control mechanisms have little capacity to support or respond to the 
observation of attacks. In this paper we presented a generic sanaction framework that 
supports security policies that can detect attempted and actual security breaches and 
which can actively respond by modifying security policies dynamically. Because the 
API processes access control request by applications, it is ideally placed to apply 
application-level knowledge about policies and activities to identify suspicious 
activity and apply suitable responses. 
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